The importance of a mesoscopic description level of the brain has now been well established. Rate based models are widely used, but have limitations. Recently, several extremely efficient population-level methods have been proposed that go beyond the characterization of a population in terms of a single variable. Here, we present a method for simulating neural populations based on two dimensional (2D) point spiking neuron models that defines the state of the population in terms of a density function over the neural state space. Our method differs in that we do not make the diffusion approximation, nor do we reduce the state space to a single dimension (1D). We do not hard code the neural model, but read in a grid describing its state space in the relevant simulation region. Novel models can be studied without even recompiling the code. The method is highly modular: variations of the deterministic neural dynamics and the stochastic process can be investigated independently. Currently, there is a trend to reduce complex high dimensional neuron models to 2D ones as they offer a rich dynamical repertoire that is not available in 1D, such as limit cycles. We will demonstrate that our method is ideally suited to investigate noise in such systems, replicating results obtained in the diffusion limit and generalizing them to a regime of large jumps. The joint probability density function is much more informative than 1D marginals, and we will argue that the study of 2D systems subject to noise is important complementary to 1D systems.
The population or mesoscopic level is now recognised as a very important description 10 level for brain dynamics. Traditionally rate based models [1] have been used: models 11 that characterize the state of a population by a single variable. There are inherent 12 limitations to this approach, for example a poor replication of transient dynamics that 13 is observed in simulations of spiking neurons, and various groups have proposed a • By far the most challenging grid to make was that of a Fitzhugh-Nagumo neuron, 160 because the approach to the limit cycle in part also implies an approach to the 161 nullcines of the system, implying a loss of information in one dimension. Where 162 the nullclines cross this problem is exacerbated. We find that we have to imply 163 the limit cycle: we define the grid in the approach to the limit cycle and infer the 164 deterministic dynamics in an area around the limit cycle from the surrounding 165 grid cells. 166 Materials and Methods 167 We will consider point model neurons with a two dimensional state space. In general 168 such models are described by a vector field F , which is defined on an open subset of R 2 . 169 The equations of motion of an individual neuron are given by:
where τ is the membrane time constant of the neuron. We will adapt the convention 171 that the first coordinate of v always represents a neuron's membrane potential v and will 172 refer to the second coordinate of v as w, as it is conventional the for adaptation variable 173 in the AdExp model and the recovery variable in the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model (although 174 not in the conductance-based model). Usually boundary conditions are imposed. When 175 a threshold potential V th is present, part of ∂M , the edge of M , overlaps with V = V th . 176 This part of ∂M is called the threshold. When a neuron state approaches the threshold 177 from below, the state is reset, sometimes after a refractive time interval τ ref during 178 which its state is effectively undefined. The reset results in coordinate v being set to a 179 reset potential V reset , whilst the second coordinate remains unaffected if no refractive Under those considerations one can define a density, ρ( v, t), over state space for a 191 population that is sufficiently large. ρ( v)d v is defined as the fraction of neurons in the 192 population whose state vector is in d v. For spike trains generated by a Markov process, 193 the evolution equation of the density obeys the differential Chapman-Kolmogorov 194 equation:
where F and τ are from the neuron model as stated in Eq. (1) . 196 Input spikes will cause instantaneous responses in the state space of neurons. For delta synapses, for example, an input spike will cause a transition from membrane potential V to membrane potential V + h, where h is the synaptic efficacy, which may be drawn from a probability distribution p(h). In current based models the jump may be in the input current, and in conductance based models, studied below, the jump is in conductance, rather than membrane potential. Nonetheless, in all of these cases the input spikes cause instantaneous transitions from one point in state space to another. The right-hand side of Eq. 2 expresses that the loss of neurons in one part of state space is balanced by their reappearance in another after the jump. As a concrete example, consider input spikes generated by a Poisson point process with delta synapses:
where ν is the rate of the Poisson process and h is the synaptic efficacy, which for 197 simplicity we will consider here as a single fixed value. Eq. 2 reduces to:
where the v i are the components of v. 199 At this stage, often a Taylor expansion is made for the right-hand side of the 200 equation up to second order, which leads to a Fokker-Planck equation. We will not 201 pursue this approach, instead we will point out, as observed by de Kamps [10, 12] and 202 Iyer et al. [11] that the method of characteristics can be used to bring Eq. 3 into a 203 different form. Consider a line segment l in state space, and pick a point x ∈ l, x ≡ v 0 204 at t = 0. The system of ordinary differential equations Eq. 1 defines a curve that 205 describes the evolution of point v 0 through state space. This curve is an integral curve 206 of the vector field F ( v) and can be found by integration. Writing this curve as v(t, v 0 ), 207 we can introduce a new coordinate system:
In this new coordinate system Eq. 2 becomes:
which has the form of a Poisson master equation. This implies that rather than solving 210 the partial integro-differential equation Eq. 2, we have to solve the system of ordinary 211 differential equations Eq. 5. This system describes mass transport from bin to bin and 212 no longer has a dependency on the gradient of the density profile: the drift term in Eq. 213 2 has been transformed away. Equation 5 describes mass transport from one position to 214 6/45
another. For the method, the distance between these positions is immaterial and this 215 means that arbitrary large synaptic efficacies can be handled. 216 The observation that for a system that co-moves with the neural dynamics all mass 217 transport is determined by the stochastic process is important. It suggests that the 218 right-hand side of Eq. 5 -representing the master equation of a Poisson process -can be 219 replaced by more general forms without affecting the left-hand side of the equation that 220 allows use of the method of characteristics. Indeed, recently we have considered a 221 generalization to spike trains generated by non-Markov processes [24] . This generalizes 222 the right-hand side of Eq. 2, but leaves the left-hand side unchanged, and in [24] we 223 show explicitly that for one dimensional densities the method discussed here extends to 224 non-Markov renewal processes. The generalization of Eq. 2 requires a convolution over 225 the recent history of the density, using a kernel whose shape is dependent on the 226 renewal process. 227 Consider a two dimensional state space with coordinates v and w. The coordinate 228 transformation just described defines a mapping from point x on a line segment of 229 initial points to a point in state space:
This has two implications: first, the evolution of the initial line segment l over a given 231 fixed period of time defines a region of state space. The state space relevant to a 232 simulation may have to be built from several such regions. Second, the mapping is 233 time-dependent: Eq. 4 must be solved in a coordinate system that itself is subject to 234 dynamics: that of the deterministic neuron. This suggests a solution consisting of two 235 interleaved steps: one accounting for deterministic movement of neurons, and one where 236 Eq. 5 is solved numerically. We will now describe this process in detail.
237
State Space Models of Neuronal Populations
238
As an example, we consider a conductance based model with first order synaptic kinetics following [20] . It is given by:
τ e dg e dt = −g e + I syn (t) (8) Numerical values are taken from [20] , and given in Table 1 . I syn (t) represents the 239 influence of incoming spikes on the neurons. A conventional representation of such a 240 model is given by a vector field, see Fig. 1 .
241
• A number of initial points are taken:
for given fixed V min , n g , ∆g 242 Consider a two dimensional dynamical system defined by a vector field. A point in state space will be represented by a two dimensional vector v. A grid is constructed from strips. As mentioned previously, usually one dimension is a membrane potential, and we will denote coordinates in this dimension by a small letter v. The second dimension can be used to represent parameters such as adaptation, conductance, and will be represented by w. A strip is constructed by choosing two neighbouring points in state space, e.g. v 0 (t = 0), v 1 (t = 0), and integrating the vector field for a time T that is 7/45 assumed to be an integer multiple of a period of time ∆t, which we assume to be a defining characteristic of the grid. Let T = n∆t, then the set of points S = {i = 0, · · · , n | v 0 (t = 0), · · · , v 0 (t = n∆t), v 1 (t = 0), · · · , v 1 (t = n∆t)} define a strip. Within a strip, the set of points
, v 0 (t = (i + 1)∆t), v 1 (t = (i + 1)∆t), v 1 (t = i∆t)} defines a cell, which is quadrilateral in shape. The quadrilateral should be simple, but 243 not necessarily convex (Fig. 2) . We reject cells with less than a certain area. As we will 244 see in concrete examples, boundaries in state space are approached through areas of 245 vanishing measure. The area cut tends to remove complex cells, and we will reject them 246 in general. An example of a grid generated by this procedure is given in Fig. 3 .
247
Strip numbers are arbitrary, as long as they are unique, but it is convenient to 248 number them in order of creation. In the remainder of the paper, we will assume that 249 strip numbers created by the integration procedure start at 1, and are consecutive, so 250 that the numbers i ∈ {1, · · · , N strip } with N strip the number of strips, each identify a 251 unique strip. Strip no. 0 is reserved for stationary points. There may be 0 or more cells 252 in strip 0. The number of cells in strip i denoted by n cell (i). We refer to the tuple (i, j), 253 with i the strip number and j the cell number, as the coordinates of the bin in the grid. 254 N cells is the total number of cells in the grid.
255
For all strips i (i > 0 by construction), cell numbers within a strip are ordered by 256 the dynamics: neurons that are in cell number j of strip i at time t are in cell number 257 j + 1 mod n j of strip j at time t + ∆t, where n j is the number of cells in that strip.
258
Neurons that are in a cell in strip no. 0 are assumed to be stationary and do not 259 move through the strip. Examples of cells in this strip are reversal bins. The handling 260 of stationary bins will be discussed in Materials and Methods: Representing a 261 Density Profile.
262

Representing a Density Profile
263
A simulation progresses in multiple steps of ∆t, so the current simulation time t sim is specified by an integer k, defined by:
The density profile can be represented in an array M of length N cells . Each element of 264 this array is associated with the grid as follows. Let c cell (0) ≡ 0 and for 0 < i ≤ N strip 265 let c cell (i) ≡ c cell (i − 1) + n cell (i − 1), so c cell (i) represents the total number of cells in 266 all strips up to strip i. Now define the index function I:
This is a time dependent mapping: its effect is a forward motion of probability mass 268 with each forward time step. We will refer to the updating of the mapping by 269 incrementing k as a mass rotation as probability mass that reaches the end of a strip, 270 will reappear at the beginning of the strip at the next time step. This effect is almost 271 always undesirable as it would effect a jump wise displacement of probability mass. In 272 most models this can be prevented by removing the probability mass from the 273 beginning of each strip and setting the content of this bin to 0, and adding the removed 274 mass to a another bin. A typical example arises in the case of integrate-and-fire models. 275 Here, there is usually a reversal point. Such a point can be emulated by creating a small 276 quadrilateral, and making this cell number 0 in strip number 0.
The procedure of mapping probability mass from the beginning of a strip to special 278 bins in state space is called a reversal mapping. It consists of a list of coordinate pairs. 279 The first coordinate labels the bin where probability will be removed, the second 280 coordinate labels the bin where the probability will reappear. The concept of reversal 281 mapping extends to other neural models -we will consider 282 adaptive-exponential-integrate-and-fire (AdExp), Fitzhugh-Nagumo, and 283 quadratic-integrate-and-fire neurons. All of these models need a prescription for what 284 happens with the probability mass after reaching the end of a strip, and we will refer to 285 this as the reversal mapping, even if the model does not really have a reversal bin, to 286 contrast it from the threshold mapping. Although handling a threshold is similar, 287 interaction with synaptic input means that the mapping requires extra precautions. We 288 will discuss this in the section below.
289
The whole process of advancing probability through a grid by means of updating a 290 relationship with a grid is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Up to this point we have only referred to 291 probability mass. If a density representation is desired, one can calculate the density by: 292
where A(i, j) is the area of quadrilateral (i, j), and M(i, j, k) is the probability mass 293 present in the quadrilateral (i, j) at simulation time k∆t.We note that this procedure 294 implements a complete numerical solution for the advective part of Eq. 2.
295
Handling Synaptic Input 296 We will assume that individual neurons will receive Poisson spike trains with a known 297 rate for a known synaptic distribution of the post synaptic population. Without loss of 298 generality we will limit the exposition to a single fixed synaptic efficacy; continuous 299 distributions can be sampled by generating several matrices, one for each synaptic 300 efficacy, and adding them together. Adding the individual matrices, which are band 301 matrices, and very sparse, results in another band matrix, still sparse, albeit with a 302 slight broader band. Overall run times are hardly affected unless really broad synaptic 303 distributions are sampled.
304
A connection between two populations will be defined by the tuple (N con , h, τ delay ). 305 Here N con is the number of connections from presynaptic neurons onto a representative 306 neuron in the receiving population, τ delay the delay in the transmission of presynaptic 307 spikes and h the synaptic efficacy. The firing ν rate is either given, or inferred from the 308 state of the presynaptic population, but in both cases assumed to be known. For the 309 population these assumptions lead to a Master equation:
where V is an area of state space and V h the same area, translated by an amount h in 311 dimension i. It is dependent on the neuronal model in which variable the jump takes 312 place. In AdExp the jump is in membrane potential, in conductance based models it is 313 in the conductance variable. Here, we will discuss the problem using conductance based 314 neurons as an example, but the methodology applies to any model.
315
Eq. (11) determines the right hand side of Eq. (2), and the stage is set for numerical 316 solution. The left hand side of Eq. (2) describes the advective part, and is purely 317 determined by the neuron model, which ultimately determines the grid. We already 318 have described the movement of probability mass due to advection during a time step 319 ∆t, and need to complete this by implementing a numerical solution for Eq. (11) . 320 
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Eq. (11) describes the transfer of probability mass from one region of state space to 321 another. We will assume that the grid we use for the model of advection is sufficiently 322 fine, so that the density within a single bin can be considered to be constant, and 323 choose area V in Eq. (11) to coincide with our grid bins. We approximate (11) by:
The bin (i, j) translated by a distance h will cover a number of other bins of the grid.
325
Let (p, q) be a bin partly covered by the translated bin (i, j) and let α p,q be the fraction 326 of the surface area of the translated bin that covers bin (p, q). (By construction 327 0 < α p,q ≤ 1.) The set C h (i, j) is defined as the set of tuples (p, q), for all such bins, i.e. 328 those bins that are covered by translated bin (i, j) (and no others). We will refer to 329 C h (i, j) as the displacement set. Usually, the displacement is in one dimension only, 330 where this is not the case we will write C h (i, j). The problem of determining C h (i, j) is 331 one of computational geometry that can be solved before simulation starts. It is 332 illustrated in Fig. 5 , where the grid of the conductance based model is shown.
333
This problem is easily stated but hard to solve efficiently. Conceptually, a Monte
334
Carlo approach is simplest, and since the computation can be done offline -before 335 simulation starts -this approach is preferable. It is straightforward for a given bin of 336 the grid (i, j) to generate random points that are contained within its quadrilateral.
337
Assume these points are translated by a vector h. It is now a matter of determining in 338 which bin a translated point falls. In order to achieve this the grid is stored as a list of 339 cells. Each cell, being a quadrilateral, is represented by a list of four coordinates.
340
During construction of the grid, vertices of a cell are stored in counter clockwise order. 341 When a quadrilateral is convex, and the vertices are stored in counter clockwise order, the × operator defined by:
results in an 'inward' pointing normal n. If the position vector of a point has a positive 342 scalar product with the 'inward' normal of all four line segments that define the 343 quadrilateral the point is inside, otherwise it is outside. These half line tests are cheap 344 and easy to implement. If the quadrilateral is not convex, but simple, it can be split 345 into two triangles which are convex. 346 We perform linear search to find a grid cell that contains the translated point, or to 347 conclude there is no such cell. Better efficiency can be obtained with k-d trees, but we 348 have found the generation of translation matrices not to be a bottleneck in our 349 workflow, and linear search allows straightforward brute force parallelization. At most 350 one cell will contain the translated point. For now, we will assume that the translated 351 point will be inside a given bin (p, q). Later, for concrete neuron models we will discuss 352 specific ways of handling transitions falling outside the grid. If bin (p, q) is not 353 represented in C h (i, j), an entry for it will be added to it. The process is then repeated, 354 in total N point times. For each cell (p, q) represented in C h (i, j) a count n (p,q) is 355 maintained and α p,q is estimated by: where T is called the transition matrix. The displacement set determines the transition 357 matrix.
358 Here, we have described a Monte Carlo strategy that uses serial search to determine 359 the set C h (i, j) and consequently the constants α p,q for bins (p, q) in that set. With 360 these constants determined, it is a straightforward matter to solve Eq. 12 numerically. 361 The main algorithm now consists of three steps: updating the index relationship Eq. 362 9, which constitutes the movement of probability mass through the grid during a time 363 interval ∆t; implementing the reversal mapping; solving Eq. 12 during ∆t. The order of 364 these steps matters. Implementing the reversal bin after the master equation may lead 365 to removing probability mass from the beginning of the strip that should have been 366 mapped to a reversal bin.
367
Handling a Threshold 368 Many neuron models incorporate a threshold of some sort. For example, in the original 369 conductance based model by [20] , a threshold of -55 mV is applied. This corresponds to 370 a vertical boundary in the (V, g) plane (see Fig. 1 ). Neurons that hit this threshold 371 from lower potentials generate a spike and are taken out of the system. After a period 372 τ ref , they are reintroduced at (V reset , g(t spike + τ ref )), where t spike is the time when 373 the neuron hits the threshold, and g(t spike ) is the conductance value the neuron had at 374 the time of hitting the threshold. In this model, following [20] , it is assumed that the 375 conductance variable continues to evolve according to Eq. 8, without being affected by 376 the spike. 377 We handle this as follows. For each strip it is determined which cells contain the 378 threshold boundary, i.e. at least one vertex lies below the threshold potential and at 379 least one lies on or above the threshold potential. The set of all such cells is called the 380 threshold set. In a similar way a reset set is constructed, the set of cells that contain the 381 reset potential. In the simplest case, for each cell in the threshold set the cell in the 382 reset set is identified that is closest in w to that of a threshold cell. The threshold cell is 383 then mapped to the corresponding reset cell and the set of all such mappings is called 384 the reset mapping. 385 Sometimes, the value of w is adapted after a neuron spikes. In the AdExp model, for 386 example, w → w + b after a spike. In this case, we translate each cell in the reset set in 387 direction (0, w), and calculate its displacement set, just as we did for the transition 388 matrix. The reset mapping is then not implemented between the threshold cell and the 389 original reset cell, but to the displacement set of that reset cell. We do this for all 390 threshold cells and thus arrive at a slightly more complex reset mapping.
391
Due to the irregularity of the grid, it may happen that some transitions of the Master 392 equation are into cells that are above the threshold potential. This will lead to stray 393 probability above threshold, if not corrected. We correct for this during the generation 394 of the transition matrix. If during event generation a point ends up above threshold 395 after translation, we look for the closest threshold cell for this point. The event is then 396 attributed to that threshold cell, and not the stray cell above threshold. In this way 397 transitions from below or on threshold to cells above threshold are explicitly ruled out. 398 The reset mapping must be carried out immediately after the solution of the master 399 equation, before the next update of the index function. All grids are finite. For that reason alone the Monte Carlo procedure described above 402 will result in translated points that cannot be attributed to any cell. Those events are 403 lost and will lead to unbalanced transitions: mass will flow out of bins near the edge, 404 but will not reappear anywhere else in the system and there is a possibility that mass 405 11/45 evaporates from the system. This problem does not occur just at the edges, but also in 406 the vicinity of stationary points. We will see that some dynamical systems display 407 strong non linearities that will make it impossible to cover state space densely. The 408 ability to deal with such gaps in state space is the most important technical challenge 409 for this method.
410
In Fig. 6 we show how to handle these gaps. Figure 6 A shows that a cell which is 411 translated by 5 mV can fall across a small cleft not part of the grid. We cover this gap 412 by a quadrilateral (in green): a fiducial cell. An event that is not within the grid, but 413 inside this quadrilateral needs to assigned to a mesh cell, otherwise the transition 414 matrix will not conserve probability mass. It is straightforward to maintain a list of grid 415 cells that have at least one vertex in the fiducial bin. We assign the event to the grid 416 cell that is closest along the projection in the jump direction. orange quadrilaterals are the fiducial bins. After reassignments all events fall inside the 420 grid and probability will be balanced.
421
Marginal Distributions
422
It is straightforward to calculate marginal distributions. Again, we use Monte Carlo 423 simulation to generate points inside a given quadrilateral (p, q). We then histogram 424 these points in v and w. For each bin i in the v histogram, we can now estimate a 425 matrix element α (p,q),i by dividing the number of points in bin i by the total number of 426 points that were generated. For a given distribution, one can now multiply the total 427 mass in bin (p, q) by α (p,q),i to find how much of this mass should be allocated to bin i. 428 If one does this for every cell (p, q) in the grid, one will find the distribution of mass We solve Eq. 12 by a forward Euler scheme. Since we interleave moving probability 432 mass through the grid with a numerical solution of Eq. 12, we solve Eq. 12 over a 433 period ∆t, which can be as short as 10 −4 s for some neural models. This renders 434 sophisticated adaptive size solvers relatively inefficient. The matrices in 12 tend to be 435 sparse band matrices, and one advantage of the forward Euler scheme is that it is 436 embarrasingly parallel. The meshes we have considered are of the order of 10 5 cells.
437
This number explains why the overwhelming computational advantage of 1D methods 438 cannot be realized in 2D, as it requires two order of magnitudes more cells than a 439 typical 1D grid, which is typically of the order of 1k cells. A parallel implementation in 440 C++ of conductance-based neurons on a single population requires 30s for a simulated 441 second for the mesh shown in Fig. 8 . Here, the paralellization is not used optimally as a 442 100k cells is too small to expose the advantages of multi-threading. A CUDA-based 443 implementation of this mesh 10 times this size runs in 150 s, which is approximately the 444 same time as for the original mesh (120 s, all timings for a TESLA P100). As this is 445 equivalent to a 10 population network in computational load, this suggests that 446 vectorization of a network on a GPGPU scales very well. 447 We believe there is still considerable scope for numerical optimzation: in general 448 density tends to converge to classical trajectories leaving quite a bit of grid space 449 unused and it is probably not necessary to solve Eq. 12 for all mesh cells, as a single 450 matrix-vector multiplication can give an indication of where probability will be localized. 451 
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Discussion 452 We will investigate four different models: a neuron with a single excitatory conductance; 453 one dimensional neurons in general; AdExp; Fitzhugh-Nagumo. We proceed in this 454 order because the conductance based model has a very uncomplicated structure without 455 problematic parts of state space and is highly suitable to expose the principles of the 456 method. It will then be easy to understand how the method can be applied to one 457 dimensional models, which are essentially reductions to a single strip. Comparison to 458 one dimensional benchmarks highlights strengths and weaknesses of the method. 459 Finally, we will discuss the AdExp and Fitzhugh-Nagumo model that each show 460 interesting problematic regions of state space.
461
Conductance Based Neurons
462
We consider neurons with a single excitatory synapse as given by Eq. (8.) In Fig. 8 we 463 present first the simulation of a jump response: a group of neurons is at rest at time 464 t = 0 and all neurons are at (V = −65 mV, g = 0). From t = 0 onward the neurons will 465 receive Poisson distributed input spike trains with a rate of 1000 Hz. A neuron that 466 receives an input spike will undergo an instantaneous state transition and move up in 467 conductance space. Until it receives a further input spike it will start to move through 468 state space under its endogenous neural dynamics: the neuron will depolarize and 469 simultaneously reduce its conductance. The process was described in Sec. Materials The density is represented as a heat plot: the maximum density is white, lower 474 density areas are shown as cooler colours from white through yellow to red. The color 475 scale is logarithmic, so red areas represent very low probability. Figure 8 A) shows the 476 evolution of the density of a population that was at equilibrium at t = 0 at four points 477 in time t = 1, 5, 15 and 28 ms by which time steady state has been reached. We see 478 probability mass moving mainly upwards under the influence of incoming spike trains. 479 Later, we see that the mass 'rotates' in the direction of the threshold; and finally a 480 steady state is realized: a state where the density profile has become stationary. We also 481 have simulated a group of 10000 neurons and modeled incoming Poisson spike trains for 482 each one. We keep track of their position in (V, g) space and represent their state at a 483 given time as point in state space. The cloud of points clearly tracks the white areas of 484 the density. The shot noise structure is clearly visible in the band structure early in the 485 simulation where neurons are present at multiples of the synaptic efficacy, reflecting 486 that some neurons have sustained multiple hits by incoming spike trains.
487
As neurons are moving through threshold, they themselves emit a spike and 488 contribute to the response firing rate of the population, defined as the fraction of the 489 population that spikes per time interval, divided by that time interval. We can therefore 490 calculate the response firing rate from the amount of mass moving through threshold per 491 unit time. We show jump response of the population as a plot of populating firing rate 492 as a function of time in Fig. 8 B. The firing rate calculated from the density matches 493 that calculated from the Monte Carlo simulation very well. Interestingly, there is almost 494 no overshoot in the firing rate, as also noted by Richardson (2004) , who studied this 495 system using Fokker-Planck equations. Although we study shot noise, in the absence of 496 a fundamental scale in the g direction, the central limit theorem ensures that the 497 marginal distribution in g is Gaussian within a few milliseconds. It is clear that the 498 population disperse in the g direction and drifts towards the threshold relatively slowly. 499 The absence of a barrier allows the dispersal of the population before it hits threshold, 500 greatly reducing any overshoot in the firing rate, which is quite unlike one dimensional 501 13/45 neural models, as we shall see in Sec. Materials and Methods: One Dimension.
502
Let us contrast this with a simulation where we introduce a maximum conductance 503 g max = 0.8, which for simplicity we assume to be voltage independent. This then 504 introduces a reflecting boundary at g = g max , and therefore introduces a scale by which 505 an efficacy can judged to be small or large. As expected, probability mass is squashed 506 against this boundary ( Fig. 9 A) and has nowhere to go but laterally, in the direction of 507 the threshold. Interestingly, the mass has not dispersed and clear groupings of mass 508 huddled against the boundary can be observed. The traversal of the threshold by these 509 groupings produces clear oscillations in the firing rate: a "ringing" effect. The firing 510 rate jump response reflects the effect of the presence of a maximum conductance in 511 state space. 512 We run two simulations: one with and one without maximum conductance, but 513 otherwise identical, and repeat this experiment for two different synaptic efficacies: 514 J = 1, 3 mV. Both simulations show a simulation with an input rate of 3 kHz. In the 515 case of no maximum conductance, probability mass can disperse in the g direction and 516 mostly does so before arriving at the threshold. In Fig. 9 one sees that the introduction 517 of a maximum conductance leads to a reduced response firing rate for high inputs. This 518 can be interpreted as the population unable to respond to an increase of input once the 519 majority of its ion channels are already open. Fig. 9 shows that the firing rates of 520 Monte Carlo simulations and our method agree over the entire range of input.
521
Even when the effects on the response firing rate are moderate, the transient 522 dynamics can be radically different. For an efficacy J = 1 mV and and input rate 523 ν in = 3 KHz, the firing rates for maximum conductance, compared to no maximum 524 come out as 175 Hz vs 195 Hz. In Fig. 9 C we show the response firing rate as a 525 function of time. The result for the unrestrained conductance is given by the red line, 526 which despite the high output firing rate still almost produces no overshoot. When we 527 restrict the maximum conductance we see a somewhat reduced firing rate but a 528 pronounced transient response ("ringing") which persists much longer than for an 529 unrestrained conductance. It is striking to see that the reintroduction of a barrier in 530 state space results in pronounced transients. In both cases, the calculated firing rates 531 agree well with Monte Carlo simulation. We attribute this ringing to a geometrical 532 effect: the introduction of a barrier in the direction of where the stochastic process is 533 pushing neurons.
534
One Dimension: Leaky-and Quadratic-Integrate-and-Fire 535
Neurons and Size Effects on the Transition Matrix
536
Although these model neurons are characterized by a single dimension -the membrane 537 potential -they can be viewed as a two dimensional model that is realized in a single 538 strip, and where transitions take place between one bin in potential space to another.
539
This is completely equivalent -in implementation and concept -to the geometric 540 binning method introduced independently by de Kamps [12] and Iyer et al. [11] , with 541 one exception: the generation of transition matrices by Monte Carlo. In one dimension 542 it is not necessary to use Monte Carlo generation: the transition matrix elements can be 543 calculated to an arbitrary precision because in one dimension the geometrical problem 544 outlined in Sec. Materials and Methods: Handling Synaptic Input is much 545 simpler and can be solved by linear search. In one dimension the problem is illustrated 546 in Fig. 7 , and it is clear that unlike the 2D case, it is straightforward to find the exact 547 areas covered by translated bins, and hence no Monte Carlo process is required to do so. 548 Nevertheless, it is interesting to do so. The transition matrix generation for the 2D 549 case is relatively expensive, and as precision scales with the square root of the number 550 of events it is interesting to see how few we can use in practice without distorting our
results. The answer is: surprisingly few. As benchmark we set up a population of LIF 552 neurons with membrane constant τ = 50 ms, following [5] , and assume that each neuron 553 receives Poisson distributed spike trains with a rate ν = 800 Hz. We assume delta 554 synapses, i.e. an instantaneous jump in the postsynaptic potential by a magnitude 555 h = 0.03, with the membrane potential V ∈ [−1, 1), i.e. we use a rescaled threshold 556 potential V = 1. The grid is generated with a time step ∆t = 0.1 ms, and is shown in 557 Fig. 11 B.
558
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 10 and replicates earlier work [5, 12] . The 559 use of a finite number of points in the Monte Carlo process used for the generation of 560 transition matrices generates random fluctuations with respect to the true values. The 561 effect of these fluctuations is clearly visible in the shape of the density profile, and only 562 for N point = 10000 the profile is as smooth as in earlier results (where we calculated the 563 true values of the transition matrix as per Fig. 7 ). How bad is this? To put these 564 fluctuations into perspective, we used a direct simulation of 10000 spiking neurons and 565 histogrammed their membrane potential at a simulation time well after t = 0.3 s, so 566 that they can be assumed to sample the steady state distribution. In the figure, they It is instructive to look at some examples because it highlights strengths and 583 weaknesses of the method in terms of familiar results. In Fig. 11 A, the characteristics 584 of both neural models are given. In Fig. 11 B the state space of LIF (left) and QIF 585 neurons (right) are shown, at lower resolution than used in simulation to elucidate the 586 dynamics. Rather than with numbers which would be unreadable at this scale, we 587 indicate the direction in which cell numbers increase, and therefore the direction in 588 which neural mass will move, by arrows. One can see that the LIF neuron is comprised 589 of two strips, and the QIF neuron of three, where the arrows indicate in which direction 590 the cell numbers are increasing. In the LIF grid, there is one stationary bin, in the QIF 591 there are two. They are represented as separate stationary cells, covering the space 592 between the strips, indicated by the blue downward pointing arrows.
593
In Fig. 11 C we consider the steady state of LIF (left) and QIF neurons (right) after 594 being subjected to a jump response of Poisson distributed spike trains starting at t = 0 595 (LIF: ν in = 800 spikes/s J = 0.03 (normalized w.r.t. threshold; QIF: J = 0.05)). The 596 shape of the characteristics and therefore of the grid clearly reflect their influence on the 597 steady state density distribution. The output firing rate ( Fig. 11 D) shows the clear 598 "ringing" in the transient firing rate that is mostly absent in conductance based neurons. 599 Again, this can be interpreted geometrically: the stochastic process pushes neurons in 600 the direction of a threshold, but they reach it without having had the opportunity to 601 disperse. Decorrelation only happens after most neurons have gone through threshold at 602 least once. It is also interesting to see that for comparable firing rates the ringing is 603 15/45 much stronger for QIF than for LIF neurons. We also interpret this as a geometrical 604 effect: the effective threshold for QIF neurons is V = 3 (normalized units), not 10, as 605 neurons with a membrane potential above 3 will spike. It is clear from Fig. 11 D that 606 compared to LIF neurons, QIF neuron bulk up close to the threshold and are 607 constrained more than their LIF counterparts, thereby making it harder to decorrelate 608 before passing threshold.
609
For reference, in Fig. 12 we show that the method accurately reproduces results from the diffusion limit, as well as generalizes correctly beyond it. If one uses a single Poisson spike train to emulate a Gaussian white noise input, employing the relationship:
one can use our method to predict the steady state firing rates as a function of J, the 610 synaptic efficacy and ν in the rate of the Poisson process for given membrane constant τ . 611 Organizing the results in terms of µ and σ, as given by Eq. 14 one expects a close 612 correspondence for low σ where Eq. 14 leads to small values of J compared to threshold, 613 and deviations at high σ, where J does not come out small. Fig. 12 shows that this is 614 indeed the case when firing rates are compared to analytic results obtained in the 615 diffusion approximation. Our method produces the correct deviations from the diffusion 616 approximation results, and agrees with Monte Carlo simulation. Elsewhere [12] , we have 617 shown that diffusion results can be accurately modeled using two Poisson rates for high 618 σ.
619
In Fig. 12 B we replicate the gain spectrum for QIF neurons and show that the high 620 frequency dependence falls off as 1 ω 2 as predicted by Fourcaud-Trocmé et al. [25] . These 621 results reaffirm that our method accurately predicts results within and beyond the 622 diffusion limit, and that a substantial body of existing literature can be seen to be a 623 special case of our method. have all been prepared in the same state, and therefore are at the same position in state 627 space. We use F (V ) = V 2 + 1, so these neurons are bursting, as the current parameter 628 is larger than 0, and there are no fixed points. Neurons that receive an input spike leave 629 the peak and travel on their own through state space. This results in a very complex 630 density profile, where the initial density peak is still visible after 1s. Such a peak would 631 have diffused away rapidly in a diffusion limit approximation. Monte Carlo events in 632 red markers show that the density profile is not a numerical artefact, but reflects the 633 complexity of the density profile.
634
Adaptive-Exponential-Integrate-and-Fire Neurons 635 We consider the AdExp model as presented by Brette and Gerstner [26] , which describes individual neurons by the following equations:
Upon spiking, the neuron is reset to potential V reset and increases its adaptivity value:
Here C m is the membrane capacity and g l the passive conductance. V T is 637 the value at which a neuron starts to spike; the spike dynamics is controlled by ∆ T . The 638 numerical values of the parameters are summarized in Table 2 and are taken from [26] . 639 
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An overview of the state space is given in Fig. 13 A. At w = 0 the dynamics is as 640 expected, a drive towards the equilibrium potential that suddenly reverses into a spike 641 onset at higher values of V , essentially producing an exponential-integrate-and-fire 642 neuron. At high w two effects conspire to make the neuron less excitable: the 643 equilibrium potential is lower and the drive towards this equilibrium is stronger for a 644 given value of V . At low w values, the opposite happens: the equilibrium value is 645 higher, closer to threshold, and below equilibrium there is a stronger depolarizing trend 646 making the neuron more excitable. Interestingly, at hyperpolarization the system does 647 not only respond by driving the membrane potential back towards equilibrium potential, 648 but also downwards.
649
There are two critical points, the equilibrium point (E l , 0) and a saddle point in the 650 top right. They are at the crossing of two nullclines: the w-nullcline is a straight line, 651 whereas the V -nullcline follows a strongly curved trajectory, which is close to the stable 652 manifold of the saddle point in a substantial part of state space. Below (to the right) 653 the stable manifold neurons spike, regardless of where they are initially, while above (to 654 the left) of the stable manifold neurons converge to the equilibrium, but how, and how 655 long this takes is strongly dependent on the initial conditions. This model is the first to 656 require a judicial treatment of the grid boundaries.
657
Let us examine the the equilibrium point first. The exponential build-up of cells 658 observed in one dimensional models occurs here as well, but here it is not a good idea to 659 introduce a fiducial cut and cover the remaining part of state space with a cell. The 660 inset of Fig. 13 B shows that equilibrium is reached much faster in the V direction, 661 than in the w direction. This is a direct consequence of the adaptation time constant τ w 662 being an order of magnitude larger than the membrane time constant τ ≡ C m /g l . For 663 high w, mass will move downwards along the diagonal, until low values of w are reached, 664 as is demonstrated by the left inset of Fig. 13 . A long, but very narrow region separates 665 different parts of the grid. What to do? First, we observe that the offending region is 666 essentially forbidden for neurons: for most neurons starting from a random position in 667 state space it would take a long time (of the order of 100 ms) to approach this no man's 668 land. At the input firing rates we will be considering, neurons will experience an input 669 spike well before running off the strip, so essentially only noise can place neurons there. 670 If we forbid this, by allocating events that are translated into the cleft between the two 671 grid parts to the cells in the grid that are closest to it along the projection of the jump, 672 we guarantee that no probability mass will leak out of the grid. Mass that reaches the 673 end of the strips will be placed in a reversal bin, like the one dimensional case. Mass on 674 the left of the side of the cleft will move in the same direction as that on the right side 675 of the cleft. By using Euclidean distance projected along the jump direction, we 676 minimize the bias due to this procedure, although we may artificially introduce a small 677 extra source of variability.
678
On the right hand side, the stable manifold almost coincides with the V nullcline, 679 resulting in a very narrow region of dynamics in the vertical direction. Immediately 680 outside neurons rapidly move away laterally. This part of the grid is created by 681 reversing the time direction, integrating towards the stable manifold. The grid strongly 682 deforms here: cell area decreases rapidly and even small numerical inaccuracies will lead 683 to cells that are degenerate. We use cell area as a stopping criterion. The last cells 684 before breaking off are extremely elongated. The spike region is also created by 685 reversing the time direction. Again, we conclude that the cleft is a forbidden area: a 686 small fluctuation in the state variable will cause a neuron to move away rapidly. Our 687 main concern, again, is neurons that are placed into this cleft by the noise process.
688
Again, we move neurons to the closest cell next to the cleft in the jump direction. This 689 is reasonable, since natural fluctuations would put them there soon anyway. Effectively 690 we have broadened the separatrix a little bit, but we still capture the upwards (for high 691 w -past the saddle point: downwards) movement close to the stable manifold.
692
In Fig. 13 C-E the evolution of a population in (V, w) space is shown at three 693 different points in time: t = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.4 s. Figure 13 C shows the input spikes 694 pushing the state towards threshold, and a small number of neurons have spiked. They 695 re-emerge at the reset potential, but with much higher w, due to spike adaptation. This 696 is determined by the b parameter of the AdExp model. Close to the reset potential the 697 banded shot noise structure, due to the use of a delta-peaked synaptic efficacy, is visible. 698 The steady state is reached after approximately 400 ms. The population stabilizes at 699 high w values, and the bulk of the population is clearly well below threshold, due to 700 stronger leak behavior at these values of w. In subfigure E there is a minute 701 deformation of the density, due to the limits of the grid, and density heaps up here, but 702 the fraction of probability mass affected is negligible. Monte Carlo events, indicated by 703 the dots, are not restricted to the grid and some fall outside the grid.
704
The firing rate response corresponding to the population experiencing an excitatory 705 input ( Fig. 13 C-E) is given in Fig. 14 A. Again, agreement with Monte Carlo 706 simulation is excellent, we are able to study the relative contributions of current-and 707 spike-based adaptation to the firing rate. We can easily simulate neurons with current-708 but not spike-based adaptation by not incorporating the jump in w after reset; while 709 ignoring all forms of adaptation can be done by simply using a 1D grid and ignoring 710 values of w = 0. The vast difference between adaptive neurons and non-adaptive 711 neurons is also reflected in the gain spectrum. Figure 14 B shows the gain spectrum of a 712 (non-adaptive) exponential-integrate-and-fire neuron and a neuron that has a constant 713 rate of adaptation due to the background rate upon which the small sinusoidal 714 modulation has been imposed. The difference bewteen the adaptive and non-adaptive 715 neuron is considerable. Both neurons show a 1 ω dependence in the high frequency limit, 716 as is expected for exponential neurons [25] . (Fig. 14 A shows that the shape of the 717 spike, which is reflected in the large cells on the right of the grid is independent of w.) 718 It is clear that a meaningful time-independent gain function cannot be chosen, so that it 719 is not possible to develop linear response theory.
720
It is interesting to observe the marginal distributions -in Fig. 15 we show the 721 marginal distributions, together with the joint distribution. The distribution in V looks 722 remarkably like that of an LIF neuron, except near the threshold, where the spike 723 region, which is not present for LIF, flattens the density. The w distribution suggests a 724 much stronger overlap than the joint distribution, which shows a clear separation. It is 725 clear that, had the three density blobs been oriented more diagonally, the marginal w 726 distribution would have shown a single cluster.
727
Frequency-dependent Short-term Synaptic Dynamics 728 Vasilaki and Giugliano have studied the formation of network motifs [22] , using both 729 microscopic spiking neural simulations and mean-field approximation. In their 730 mean-field simulations they considered both spike-timing dependent long-term plasticity, 731 and frequency-dependent short-term dynamics, where they use a version of the 732 Tsodyks-Markram synapse [27] . The short-term dynamics is of interest because it 733 introduces something we have not considered before: the magnitude of the jump being 734 dependent on the position of where the jump originates. Following [22] , if G ij defines 735 the amplitude of the postsynaptic contribution from presynaptic neuron j to 736 postsynaptic neuron i, then this is considered to be proportional to the amount of 737 resources used for neurontransmission u ij r ij and to their maximal availability A ij , so
where r relates to the recovery and u to the facilitation of synapses, and the time constants τ rec and τ f acil are different for facilitating and depressing synapses. They
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describe frequency-dependent short-term synaptic dynamics by:
From now on, we will drop the indices ij and just refer to a single connection. In the 739 simulation below we will use τ rec = 0.1 s and τ f acil = 0.9 s and study a population of introduced:
We have to modify the process of generating our transition matrices: now for each 748 quadrilateral cell (p, q), we determine the centroid (u (p,q) , r (p,q) ) and we determine the 749 covering set by defining
and determining the cover set as before. The jump now becomes cell dependent.
751
It is easy to cover almost the entire state space. In Fig. 16 A we show the grid. In 752 Fig. 16 B, we show the sample path of three synapses, assuming that the presynaptic 753 firing rate ν = 5 Hz. In C-F we show the evolution of a population of synapses. The 754 influence of the step size which increases in the r (horizontal) direction with u and r, 755 but decreases in the u (vertical) direction with u. There is good agreement with Monte 756 Carlo simulation throughout.
757
With the joint distribution available, it is possible to use Eq. 16 and calculate the 758 distribution of G ij or its expectation value. 759 Fitzhugh-Nagumo Neurons 760 We consider the well-known Fitzhugh-Nagumo neuron model [28] , which is given by: When I = 0, there is a stable equilibrium point at ≈ (−1.199, −0.624) corresponding 766 to a resting state. As I increases, the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation to a stable 767 19/45 limit cycle around an unstable equilibrium. (Increasing I further leads to a stable fixed 768 point at positive V and W termed "excitation block".) In this paper, we will consider 769 an intermediate value I = 0.5 in order to demonstrate how our method can be used on 770 systems with limit cycles. 771 We simulate white noise by providing the system with both inhibitory and excitatory 772 noisy input with a high rate and low synaptic efficacy, and successfully capture the 773 diffusion of probability in a neighbourhood around the limit cycle ( Fig. 18 A-D for 774 t = 5, 10, 50 and 1000 s, J = ±0.02, ν = 20 spikes/s). It is interesting to study a purely 775 excitatory input with large synapses (J = 0.1, ν = 2 Hz). This leads to a deformed limit 776 cycle, shifted towards higher V . This is expected as the net input now is I = 0.7. The 777 band is also broader, as one would expected as higher values of synaptic efficacy imply 778 larger variability.
779
Another case we consider is noisy inhibitory input ( Fig. 18 F) . As we would expect, 780 the system is effectively driven back below the bifurcation to a stable equilibrium, 781 although we still see some variance-driven probability follow a limit cycle that differs 782 considerable from the original limit cycle. We can understand this by converting the 783 noisy input into zero-mean noise and a steady inhibitory current, and looking at the 784 streamlines of the system with these parameters instead. As seen in Fig. 21 , while all 785 the the trajectories converge to the fixed point, those starting on the right side of phase 786 space first increase w until they reach the right branch of the cubic nullcline, then follow 787 a path close to the limit cycle to return to the fixed point. It is interesting to see that 788 the method captures limit cycles that do not coincide with the limit cycle of the original 789 grid. 790 Rabinovitch and Rogachevskii [29] describe the two "vertical" sections of the path to 791 be transient attractors (T-attractors) separated by a diagonal transient repeller
792
(T-repeller) (alternatively, a separatrix [30] ) close to the central branch of the cubic 793 nullcline. Trajectories close to each other but starting on different sides of the T-repeller 794 separate rapidly before eventually reaching the same steady state, which creates 795 considerable problems in creating the grid (see Fig. 22 ). The authors perform a detailed 796 analysis of the system by extending the notion of isochrones from limit cycles to 797 excitable systems. We note that their isochrones are similar in character to the lines in 798 our grid perpendicular to the streamlines of the system.
799
Next, we outline some of the numerical subtleties involved in generating the 800 computational grid for the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model. Following the procedure from Sec. 801 Materials and Methods, one can attempt to generate a grid by starting with a set of 802 initial conditions, and solving the differential equations of the system forwards in time 803 to obtain a set of trajectories (or integral curves). Each pair of trajectories then has a 804 strip between them and the individual cells are obtained by dividing the strip into 805 equal-time bins. However, in a system with a limit cycle, if we start with initial 806 conditions outside the limit cycle, we see that the trajectories generated from them 807 converge onto the limit cycle. Moreover, it is impossible to obtain trajectories inside the 808 limit cycle from outside the limit cycle, and vice versa. This means that we have to 809 handle the limit cycle, outside, and inside, as separate sections of the plane.
810
Since the limit cycle is a one-dimensional object with zero width, we have to 811 artificially define a small width around it. We then choose sets of initial conditions 812 outside and inside the limit cycle and integrate the trajectories until they reach a 813 certain small Euclidean distance from the limit cycle, and then define our limit cycle 814 strip as the space left. In this left over space we define quadrilaterals so as to fill up this 815 ring. This becomes a strip in its own right, representing the limit cycle. Earlier we 816 described the reversal mapping: mass reaching the end of a strip must be removed and 817 deposited in a cell representing a stable point. Here, we use a similar approach: mass 818 that arrives at the end of a strip must be removed and deposited on the limit cycle. We 819 20/45 find the cell on the limit cycle that is closest in Euclidean distance to the limit cycle. 820 Since the machinery to do this is already in place in the form of a reversal mapping, we 821 will also refer here to this process as a reversal mapping. The modeler present this 822 reversal mapping in the same file format as the reversal mapping.
823
Initially we had attempted to define our limit cycle cells as having a fixed width, and 824 then obtain strips by integrating backwards in time from the corners of these cells. 825 Indeed, the coarse schematic grid in Fig. 17 has trajectories generated in this way for 826 the interior of the limit cycle. However, for the purposes of actual computation, this 827 method leads to degenerate cells. This is due to the fact that close to the limit cycle, 828 trajectories move almost parallel to it, in particular along the "horizontal" segments of 829 the limit cycle, where the fast v dynamics dominate. This leads to long, thin cells being 830 created, which become degenerate when approaching the limit cycle -adjacent 831 trajectories overlap to the degree of accuracy of the numerical integrator, leading to 832 self-intersecting cells or cells with zero area.
833
From the outside of the limit cycle, most of the state space can be covered by simply 834 choosing points on the edge of the region of interest and integrating forwards in time 835 until one reaches the limit cycle. However, care must be taken when trajectories 836 converge before arriving at the limit cycle, as shown in Fig. 19 . This happens 837 particularly along the cubic nullcline. We handle this by checking for degenerate cells or 838 cells with area close to zero. These cells are then deleted from the grid, and instead a 839 reversal mapping is created from the previous cell onto the closest (in Euclidean terms) 840 cell.
841
The interior of the limit cycle proves to be even more challenging. Not only is there 842 an unstable fixed point, also there exist canard trajectories, which have been the subject 843 of considerable mathematical interest [29] [30] [31] [32] . Loosely speaking, near the central 844 portion of the cubic nullcline, there are slow but unstable trajectories. This leads to two 845 types of numerical issues -first, the slow dynamics cause a build-up of exponentially 846 many very small cells. We work around this by defining a minimum value of ˙ v -847 regions below this value are considered to be approximately stationary, since they will 848 have much slower dynamics than any noisy input we consider. The region we find is 849 shown in Fig. 20 .
850
We use cubic splines to approximate the boundary of this region, and then use 851 points on this boundary as initial points for trajectories on the inside of the limit cycle 852 to generate strips. Due to the instabilities in this region of the system, trajectories can 853 be highly curved, and trajectories with initial conditions close to each other can diverge 854 quickly, leading to cells which may intersect with each other, as shown in Fig. 22 . As 855 these areas with highly curved trajectories are still locally smooth, it may be possible to 856 increase the resolution of the grid until non-degenerate cells are obtained, as we do here. 857 However, it may not always be possible to do so due to computational constraints -in 858 that case it may be more practical to delete bad cells after the creation of the grid and 859 cover any gaps with fiducial bins.
860
To sum up, regions where trajectories merge -such as the limit cycle and nullclines 861 in this case -involve moving from the two dimensional plane onto one dimensional 862 trajectories, and pose conceptual as well as computational difficulties. Regions with 863 highly curved trajectories may be possible to handle with very fine resolutions, but may 864 pose difficulties at coarser resolutions. In both cases it is possible to handle such regions 865 using an automated procedure: cells are checked for being complex quadrilaterals or 866 having too small an area. Those satisfying this condition are deleted, and renewal 867 mappings from the cells before them to the nearest cells are generated. Any gaps in the 868 grid due to this can be handled using the prescribed method for creating fiducial bins. 869 In conclusion, we have successfully extended our procedure to dynamical systems 870 with limit cycles and complex dynamics such as canards. While we have to make some 871 21/45 compromises in the regions which pose significant analytic difficulty, these regions are 872 those in which neurons would not spend any significant amount of time. Hence, our 873 method would still be suitable for studying neural circuits of such populations.
874
Conclusion 875
We have demonstrated a very general method to study noise in 2D dynamical systems 876 and applied them to various neural models and Tsodyks-Markram synapses. The state 877 space of the deterministic model must be represented by a grid. The requirement that a 878 grid be made is both a strength and a weakness: the state space relevant to the 879 simulation must be chosen judiciously before the simulation starts. But since it must be 880 constructed beforehand, integration can be done very accurately, using time steps that 881 are much smaller than typically used in Monte Carlo simulators. If general purpose 882 simulators are used with a default time step, and without adaptive methods that 883 monitor errors, they may not alert the user to problematic regions of state space. Our 884 method requires a careful layout of state space before simulation starts. We found that 885 the requirement of a grid forces visualization and thereby already creates an 886 understanding of the dynamics that can be expected.
887
When the state space cannot contain the simulation, this is clearly visible, either 888 through loss of mass, or by the accumulation of mass at the edge of the grid. This 889 proved useful in one instance, where a well known neural simulator produced a crash 890 (due to an instability of the particular neural model implementation, not the simulator 891 as such). Our method is very robust and stable, once a suitable grid is available. In 892 general, we find that grids can be taken quite coarse in state space, but that a relatively 893 small time step must be used for completely accurate results, such as comparison to 894 analytic results like gain curves. When numerical errors are acceptable, and only 895 qualitative agreement is required, much coarser grids can be used that require far less 896 simulation time.
897
Our method is not as efficient as effective 1D methods [15] [16] [17] , but makes very few 898 assumptions. It handles time-dependent input without any restrictions. This is useful, 899 for example, when comparing against basis functions expansions [13, 14, 33] . These basis 900 functions are typically determined for constant input, and time-dependent input must 901 be treated as an adiabatic approximation. Our method does not require this. In short, 902 our method may serve as benchmark for faster methods.
903
The study of 2D systems subject to noise is an important topic in its own right, 904 given that limit cycles require at least two dimensions. The current trend in 905 neuroscience towards 2D geometrical models reinforces this point. 906 An important prerequisite for the method to work is that the dynamical system can 907 be represented faithfully. We found that some systems have challenging regions of state 908 space: stationary points, whether stable or not, and limit cycle need careful handling 909 and a full cover of state space is not possible. However, we find that we can infer 910 motion of probability mass inside such regions from the immediate surroundings, the 911 limit cycle of the Fitzhugh-Nagumo system as a case in point: it emerges as a region 912 rather than as a curve from terminating the grid as it approaches the limit cycle.
913
There are interesting parallels between our method and a recently proposed method 914 for determining missing spikes in hybrid time-driven, event-driven spiking neuron 915 simulations [34] . Here, the authors consider the problem of missing spikes: the 916 possibility that a neuron is below threshold at the end of a simulation step, but has 917 crossed the threshold during the step. They solve this problem by determining whether 918 a neuron is inside a volume in state space between the threshold and the 919 backpropagated threshold. They find this easier than determining the actual point of 920 crossing, and their method is reminiscent of ours when we calculate the transition 921 22/45 matrix. They too consider a mapping like Eq. 6 which they are able to calculate 922 explicitly for current based neurons. They conclude that apart from the threshold and 923 the backpropagated threshold, the boundary is given by the vanishing tangent space of 924 the map, precisely the criterion we used numerically (area of cell -in the absence of 925 analytic solutions) to define boundaries of state space.
926
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}. w (nS) V (mV) w (nS) 80 − 75 − 70 − 65 − 60 − 55 − 50 − 45 − 40 − 35 − 30 − V (mV)
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